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Volume VIII.

Nashville,

]WoVE.ment~of the Wotrld.
J. W. LIGON, TRENTON,

KY.

In the Christian Standard of July a,
Brother B. F. Clay, of Salt Lake City,
offers ,what we think is a good suggestion in regard to mil:lsion work in the
great West.
He is of the opinion that
the planting of Christian colonies in
undeveloped section8 of the country
would be an excellent method or
building up the cause of Christ.
We
have thought so for several years, and
have often wondered why the plan
suggested by Brother Clay had never
been employed.
Large districts that
could easily be made very productive are lying idle, waiting for inhabitants, and if disciples who go West
would form neighborLoods of their
own, they could
easily establish
churches and schools. In this way
the forces would not be scattered,
and the \nfiuence of the weakened,
is often the case.
The Sultan of Turkey has heretofore been stubborn in his contention
with the powers in regard to terms of
settlen..ent with Greece.
He is the
victor, but will not have his own way
in adjuRting matters.
It was· the
Czar of Ruseia who ordered the Sultan to stop the march of his army
toward Athens, and make an offer of
peace to the Greeks.
The same power has again been brought to bear
upon Abdul Hamid to hasten the end
of peace negotiations.
Nicholas has
written him a letter urging him to renounce the demands with which it is
impossible
for Greec,e to comply.
This letter has had the desired effect.
The Sultan has virtually accepted the
terms of the powers, and settling the
details is all that remains to be done.
Of course he is greatly disappointed
in not annexing Thessaly to his empire.
Matters will end about like
they began. Neither nation is likely
to receive any benefit from the war.
General Weyler is not making much
progress in suppressipg the insurgents
in Cuba. He is not even holding his
own. He has called upon the Spanish government for 60,000 additional
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troops.
This looks a little like the
Cubans know whereof they speak
when they say that Weyler cannot
conquer Cuba in years.
Some of the
Spanish papers say that inasmuch as
Weyler has been defeated by the insurgents, Spain ought to declare war
on the United States.
This logic is in
keeping with the other powers of
Spa:n. If she cannot overcome a few
half-clothed,
half-fed,
half-armed
Cubans, how ~an she manage the
Ute!nd States?
Governor Taylor, of Tennessee, has
appointed Miss Nelly Ely a colonel on
his staff. Tennessee is not a whit behind Virginia now. That state had a
female colonel three or four years
ago. The sentiment of the people of
the country regarding this official can
be known by reading such expressions
as these from the daily papers: "Every patriot will now be anxious to fiy
to the arms of the state.
As a concession to ~ilitarism, Col. Ely will no
doubt don bloomers on dress parade. "
"In case of social wars, sewing society rows, and progressive euchre ri0ts' the lIerviees of Col. Ely will be invaluable'

grace!'
The annu'll average of conversions in AfricR is said to be 17,000 souls."
We recently had the Ileasure of
being associated with Bro. David
Lipscomb in a meeting at Guthrie,
Ky. We were there about ten days.
Brother Lipscomb is an excellent
teacher of the Bible truth, and we enjoyed his sermons and his conversation very much.
The people were
very busy cutting wheat, and. for that
reason, our audiences were not so
large as they otherwise would have
been. There were no visible resulti
from the meeting, but soch preaching
as our brother did is sure to have good
effect, and the effect will be lasting.
A young Brother Murphy, frQm near
Columbia, Tenn., led the music. So
far as we know, the entire congregation was fully satisfied with tbe work
done by these brethren.

-

Shall We Shrink?

When his mem had enrolled, and
before setting out upon the campaign
of fighting, General Garibaldi said:
"Men, I have not called you to pleasure. No, I call you to war-to long
The following item of missionary
marches, to hunger and weariness, to
history is plipped trom the Missionary
discomforts a thousandfold, to fightIntelligencer for July: "Did you ever
ing, and even to death.
Will you
read the story of Moffat and Africaner?
come with me, under these terms, for
Robert Moffat was a herioc missionaour country's sake?
ry to Africa. Africaner was the chief
With a shout and a cheer the solof one of the African tribes.
He was
diers declared that they would follow
a savage so noted for cruelty and
their
hrave leader
anywhere - to
bloodthirstiness that he was terror of
death, if need be. And they did.
the country for hundreds of miles
Another great Leader-great •.r than
around.
When Moifat startl."d to AfGaribaldi-wanted
followers. But He
ricana's count.ry many tried to dis·
told all who would come after Him
suade him from going. One said,
that they must give away their riches.
'He will set you up 'as a mark for his,
They would have to forsake father
boys to shoot at.'
Another said
and mother, if need be, to follow One
'He will strip ysu of your skin and
who could not offer them even a place
[, ake a drum of it to dance to.'
Anin which to lay tl..eir heads.
other said, 'Don't venture, he will
And do you know the grandest and
surely make a drinking cup of your
bravest men in the world have leaped
skull.'
But Moifat wellt, and his first
to obey that call? They have sung
convert was none other than Africaner . while the fires were consuming them;
they have gone into the presence of
himself, and so gentle and tractable
Tavenous lions with a triumphant
did the fierce freebooter become, that
shout j they have faced all forms of
some one who saw it sai!'l, 'This is the
evil, a,nd have rejoiced to do so, for
eighth wonder of the world: Great
the love of Christ constrained them.
-Christian
Commonwealth.
God what 'a miracle of thy power and
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South Kentucky Field Notes.
J. W.

Alabama Field Notes.
O. P. SPIEGEL,BIRMINGHAM.
The following from our dear Siliter Hundley
of Huntsville i'3fine reading:
"DEAR BRO. SPIEGEL: I enclose five dollars
toward your tent, and should be glad to do more,
but many calls are made upon me, and our own
church here is in debt. I WIsh you all success, and
that God may abundantly bless you in your noble
defense of his cause. I al~ affectionately, &c."
Thank you, my dear sister. I hope to take
you by the hand under our new gospel tent at our
great "tate convocation in Birmingham, Aug. 31Sept. 2. Bring dear Brother Hundley along that
we may al~ get acquainted with you both.
Here is aTJOtherinteresting letter:
"DEAR BRO. SPIEGEL: I think I spelled your
name wrong. So I will make amends by adding
another five dollars to the five already promised on
the tent, hence I enclose check for ten dollars,
which I hope will help you get the tent. I came
here (Monteagle, Tenn.) from Jeffersonville last
Saturday, where I spent six weeks very happily and
pleasantly with Annie (Mrs. W. T. Wells.) The
last week was spent in attending the Kentucky State
Convention.
I should like so much to gIve you an
idea of the grand feast I enjoyed, but that is impossible unless I had dear Sister Kerr's power of
Apeech. I heard Bros. McGarvey, Kendrick, met
Bros. Graham, Rogers, Vernon, Sister Kendrick
ani! others. Oh, L0WI enjoyed that convention of
brothers and sisters."
The above is from our dear Sieter Love,
known so wen to all Alabama disciples. First, 1
wish to say, Sister Love has my permission to spell
my name wrong again I If everyone who spells it'
wrong would send me five dollars as an apology I
never would preach for another church-I
would
just go out and preach to the Lord's destitute poor
altogether.
Thanks, for this generous donation to
our tent' fund. Now, secondly, I want to say, we
expect you at our state convention in Birmingham.
Come and let us catch some of that good old Ken":
tucky zeal where our folks are marching glorioullly
onward to victory by co-operating in t'Ie Lord's
work. We may have no McGarveys and Grahams
present, but we shall have many present, some of
whom may become Grahams and McGarveys some
day.
Benj. L. Smith writes me also that he will be
there.
Many others will be there. Let us all come
up to the help of the Lord, to the help of the Lord
against the mighty.
I am at Bridgeport in a P'~P •••t, wp"t,ing Have
been here ten days.

GANT,ELKTON,KY.

Spent last Lord's day at Daysvill~. The pastor of the Christian church, G. W. Dunford, conducted the funeral services of Mrs. Morrow at
her residence at 1 P. M. She had been a member
of the Daysville congregation for many yearll. Bro.
Dunford has probably ere this sent you her obituary notice.
~ made a talk Lord's day night at Daysville on
the South Ky. work. There is no opposition to
organized mission work at Daysville so far as I
know. Some of my first efforts to preach were
made at Daysville, and I always enjoy my visits to
that community where live so many of myoId time
friends.
Last Monday evening I conducted the funeral
services of Mrs. Sarah Edwards of Gordonsville.
Sister Edwards was a most excellent Christian woman. An obituary notice of her will be sent the
MESSENGERnext week.
Last Thursday night was spent with our president M. E. Webb at his hospitable home. I don't
know of anyone better fitted for the position he
holds than himself. In addition to being one of the
be'lt men I have ever known, he was educated at
Kentucky University, and attended the Bible College, and is a ~ood Bible scholar, and a good presiding officer, and he is certainly one of th~ clearest
headed business men in South Ky.
Took dinner .Friday in Hopkinsville with my
old friend T. D. Moore. He preaches for Roaring
Springs, Trigg county; Pembroke, and Sinking
Fork, ChriAtian county; and Liberty, Todd county.
I.came to this place (Cadiz) yeste.rday evening. Bro. W. H. Finch preaches here two Lord's
days in each month, and the remainder of his time
is devoted to two mission points, viz: Tucgleville
and Canton. Will have more to say of my vi'3it
here next week.
There are Ii few congregations that some of
our preaching brethren have agreed to canvass. It
is an easy thing to put off from time to time what
we consider an u'lpleasant job. Thill ought nut to
be done. The convention will soon be here, and
we will need every cent of money that can possibly
be raised, and more too.
I heartily endorse the suggestion of Bro. Spiegel
in reference to misi!lionary day for South Kentucky.
Tenne8l1ee and Alabama. It would be a ~ood idea
for us all to have the same day. Again: I endorse
the idea of a convention to be held at Nashville in
the intere<;t of home missions. I believe such a
meetiug would do good.
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Tennessee Notes.
A. 1. MYHR.

I.ast week I visited Bell Buckle and Tullahoma
at the former place Bro. Robert Lord Cave is minister and is doing a fine work for the church.
He
is deservedly popular both in the congregation and
among the people generally. Since entering college I have had a deep interest in Robert Cave. He
was then a lad. He has grown to be a manly man
and a good consecrated minister of the Gospel. If
I am not mistaken, he will become the best preacher of the name. The work at Bell Buckle has greatly improved since last visited the place. That will
become a strong church, by practical earnest effort.
The church at Tullahoma has for its minister F. L.
Adams. He is deservedly popular and is now preparing for the next State Convention in October ..
He entel'tainec me royally while there and I am sure
all who come to the convention will be both welcome and delightfully entertained.
The convention
will be the best in our history so far. Many who
have never atteu<led our conventions before will be
there to see for themselves what the work actually'
means. All that is needed by anyone unprejudiced, is to come and see the work lmd purpose and
spirit of the convention. The program is now
being prepared and it will be the best. We will
have some brethren from without the state on pro .•
gram, but many from our own number will attend
and participate in the service".
Those who desire to do so may take advantage
of the rates to the Centennial at Nashville and attend the convention. Last Lord's day I spoke at
Houston and Waynesboro.
Through the kindness
of Bro. Geo. Gallamore I was conveyed to those
places. He is one of the real helpers in the work
of the Lord.. This was a very delightful and profitable trip to me. Both of those churches have been
planted by our missionary work.
On July 1st at 2 P. M. E. C. Wilson and Miss
Allie Owings were married. He is quite well-known
to our brotherhood in Tennessee. He was a lawyer
for several years and a member of our State Board
of Missions. Now heis the minister of the church of
Christ at Collierville, Tenn. Miss Allie Owings is
a model young woman and a most earnest worker
in the church. It was the pleasure of the writer to
assist'the young people in entering this nlllw relationship. He has known them both for many years,
and is assured that the cSluseof the Lord has no
better friends in Tennessee. That their lives may
be blessed and beautiful in the service of their Lord
is the confident hop" and .earnest wish of one who
hai known their worth and appreciated their service for many years. Heaven's blessings be upon
them.

On the evening of July 1st I was permitted to
hear Bro. Haddock in his tent at Knoxville. He
gave the people a strong gospel sermon. They Ii,,tened very attentively and I am ~reatly mistaken, if
some results do notcome from such sowing. He is as
happy is it possible for a man to be. He is doinga
fine w0rk. Bros. H~lmes and Giddens are doing
the best possible to help in the meeting and to develop their churches. Our cause in Knoxville has
advanced one hundred' per cent. in the last nine
months.

.The Church.

Number 3.

J. A. MINTON.

We have learned that the church was set up on
the first Pentecost after the resurrectIOn of Jesus
Christ. Is tllis church still in exist~nce? If it is
in existence now, how has it maintained its existence? Has it passed through all the dark ages and
come out unharmed on this side. or did it exist up
to the "Great Apostasy" and then cease to exist
until the period of reformation, theu spring into
existence again? These are important questions.
I shall try to answer them as fully as space will
permit.

I.

THE CONTINUITY

OF THE CHURCH.

Daniel said: "And in the days of these kings
shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom, which
shall never be destroyed; and the kingdom shall
not be left to other people, but it shall break in
pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall
stand for ever."
(Dan. 2: 44.)
The kingdom "shall never be destroyed," the
kingdoms which had preceded "the kingdom of
heaven" had been established upon the principle
that "might makes right," but the principle upon
which this kingdom is to be established is to "never
be destroyed."
This does not mean that other
principles, shall never have the ascendency, but
that the principle upon which the kingdom of
heaven ill to be builded shall never cease to exif-t.
This has bitterly proven true. The kingdom of
God or the church wae built upon the principle of
love. Love today is better understood, and more
highly appreciated than ever before. Now as said
before the church in the New Testament is used in
two senses. Some times it means just a local-congregation, at other times it means all the aggregate
of the saved.
There 'llay not be at all tilDesa local congregation worshiping God and, keeping all ordinances
yet the church in its larger sense may be in existence. In fact I think this is the ·case. There perhaps never was a time since the church was set up
that there ·was not lOavedPSlopleon the earth. Some
times during the dark hours of persecution it was
not possible for them to meet in a local congregation
and take the Lord'i Supper, etc.
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"It shall stand for ever; "this implies that even
already taken her place in the foremost ranks of
the forms and ordinances of this kingdom shall thoile who llspire to placing their gem8 in the crown
never be Qntirely abolished, or demolished. This of American art. Born in Louisvil!e, Ky., in 1872,
does not neflesilarily mean that all these forms and she early evinced a decided love for art and the
ordinances shall be in existence at "ll times, among
beautiful, llnd this t~ndency was wisely nurtured
the people. We are now led tc>ask how church life
under the best masters at home and abroad, until
is perpetuated.
to-day Kentucky is proud to herald Miss Yandell as
All church life as well as Christian life is iu her daughter, and Tennessee deems it a privilege to
the seed of the kingdom. "Now the parable is includfl the child of a sister State in the great prothis: The seed l'i the word of God."
(Luke 8:
gramme now to be carried out. Among Miss Yan11.) The seed of tae kingdom which is the word
dell's many triumphs and llchievements may be
of God contaios, in its embryonic state, the
mentioned the beautiful modelling of Caryatides for
church, just all the seed of corn contains the
the Woman's Building at the World's Columbian
stalk of corn. In order for corn to be perExposition.
Also her masterly execution of the
petuated it is not necessary for a crop to be growlife-sized figure of the pioneer, DaniQlBoone, which
ing all the time. All that is necessary is that the
stood in front of the Kentucky Building at the
seed be kept pure and unmixed. Should it be pos- World's Fair. In strength and distinction of modelsible to keep the seed for a thousand years, without - ling, Mis~ YDndell shows the influence of the great
it loosing its power, and then plant, in the right
sculptor, Philip Martiny, of New York, under whom
soil and properly cultivated, a crop of corn would be
she' worked for nearly a year. During her sojourn
the result. It would also be the same corn in kind.
in the Ea8t, she executed various subjects that itand
Just so when the seed of the kingdom was planted
in iriany of the larger Eastern cities 8S evidence of
in the soil of the human he~rt in the apostolic age, her ability.
the result was a Christian in the church of Jesus
In her selection of the Pallas de Velletri Miils
Christ. The Ilame is true to-day, and so far as the
Yaud&tl introduces to many art lovers a masterpiece
identity of the church IS concerned, it make!! no dif- that as yet it not well known in America and is perference whether there are intervenillg churches so haps the largest tigure ever executed by a woman.
long as the word of God or the seed of the kin~dom This admirably preserved colossal statue, discovershall contain all the prmciples and formil of the ed in a Roman villa at Velletri and now in the
church. So long as the word of God shall contain
Museum of the Louvre, is said to be the one comthese things, ~hen it is planted' and properly culti- plete copy in existence of a magnificient work which
vated the church of Jesus Christ will be the result.
is generally considered the most perfect expression
Should we de8ire a crop of cloTer we would of the character of Athena-a character that will in
plant clover seed unmixed with any other seed, but
all ages remain a grand cnmpoiite of the highest
if we wanted clov~r and grals we would mix the
ideals of the Greek mind. As if to emphasize the
two seeds. So if we dellire simply Christianll in loftiness of her virgin queenliness, the Velletri godthe church of Jesus Christ we plant nothing but
deBitStands in a maje8tic attitude; she rest. upon
the word of God, but if we desired to make Bap- the left foot while she moves the right illightly to
t.ist Christians we would mix the word of God with the' side. Thililpose was twidently designed to give
Baptistism. I think all can see that the churuh is still greater breadth to the lower portion of the body
in exiitence and bow it has maintained its existence.
and to produce a certain repose in movement; in
I think you can alilo Ilee it is not necessary to trace this it resembles the Farnese Athena.
the church back step by step in order to its identiThe garment in the Velletri is the D.oric peplos,
fication.
composed of a tunique without sleeves and is· girt
with a snake. Instead of beini open at the side,
as are others more familiar to art, it is closed. T)le
gorgoneion on the argis is very similar to that in
Miss Yandell's Colossal St&tue-;'Largest the belt copieAof the Pa thenos, although the-actual
argis is not so wide in front and is not unlike thllt
ever Executed by a Woman~
The organizers and promoters of the Tennessee of the Athena in the west pediment of the ParCentennial have shown from first to last a desire for thenon.

The Pallas Athena.

A mantle of the 8ame heavy material a8 the
the advancement and encouragement of art that
peplos,
hangs OVfr the left 8houlder and is wound
i1houldbe generally noted with laudatory comment.
round
the
body below the waiilt, falling in exquisite
One of the most praiReworthy evidences of
softness
in
a great three-cornered drapery.
The
this spirit is the central figure of the Exposition,
the Pallas Athena, or "Pallas de Velletri," copied mode of wearing a cloak is borrowed from the male
from the antique by ~iss· Enid Y~dell, of Louis- fi~ures and to it is due much of the majestic impression produced. In the ~eneral pose there is an enville, Kentucky.
tire
absence of that hauteur 80 frequent in the porAmerica is seldom slow to recognize the talents
of her sops and daughters, and '\liss Yandell hilS trayal of majesty.
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In her left hand the Pallas de Velletri holds
the "Victory," while with the right she gralps the
lance. The perfect grace Ilnd suppleness of outline
in the e.tire figure removes all impression of the
necessity of support in this attitude.
Here she displays serene dignity without a touch of yielding or
tenderness. She is the patroneslil of war, not for
the. love of carnage, but because through her infinite
wisdom IJhe sees that it will lead to eventual prosperity and peace. The head, in a perfect state of
preservation, is of surpassing beauty. It is bent
gently forward, with a perceptible inclination to the
side of the victory. The face wears an expressJon
that seems to proclaim to all mankind the virgin
love of the great Minerva for laumanity. An atmosphere of majestic peace pervades tle whole, and
the modern mind in contemplating the Pallas de
Velletri comprehends more clearly than ever before
the ideal of the Greek in making the olive sacred
to this goddess.
Recalling a few of her various attributes in
classical lere, how she is Polias the "protectress of
cities ;~' Ergane, "mistress of industry: " Nike, the
"Victorious," and Mechanitis, "ingenious," there
lurks a pleasing significance in the selection of the
pure, the just, the high-minded goddess of wisdom
as central figure and presiding genius of the great
Centennial
now being held in Na8hville-the
"Athens of the South."

..- ..

MARY FELIX

DE MOVILLE.

Missionary Instruction in Theological Seminaries.
The Outlook states that one of the marked
features of this era of church history is the attention now being given to the training of students
for their part is world-wide evangelization. The
Student Volunteer Movement has done much to
raise up a large body of young men and women
qualified to go as missionaries, Ilnd to create a broad
aad intelligent missionary spirit in the hearts of
many hundreds who will stay at home. A confere'lce of theological professors was recently held in
Breoklyn to consider how they might best co-operate in this work, and to see whether steps might be
taken to emphasize the missionary idea in·the seminaries, and to exalt in the minds of the ~tudent8 the
apostolic conception and spirit of missions. The
discussion centered about four p"ints : ( 1) The
place of missioI:ary instruction in the seminary,
especially its time-relation to other studies; (2)
The scope of this instruction; (3) The method of
tltis instruction; and ( 4) Special instruction of missionary candidates
One seminary proposes next
year to devote five times as many hours to missions
as ever before. Another has appointed a committee
of the Faculty to revise the curriculum with a view
to granting more tLue to this subject, and making

5

it required. A deepeninl of its spiritual life and a
broadening of missionary knowledge was held to be
two essential elements of a strong, aggressive missionary spirit.
The professors who took part in this conference believe that those who are preparing for the
ministry of the gospel should be tlaoroughly penetrated with the missionary spirit, and inflamed with
a passion for the saving of human souls. In order
to awaken Ilnd maintain the true spirit of mis.ions,
the professors recognize the pre-eminent importance
of promoting in the seminaries such influences as
ilhall develop and enrich the spiritual life of the
students, and shall nurture in them habits of devotion and of personal consecration. They are of the
opinion that earnest efforts should be made to secure
more time in the seminary curricula for instruction
in the whole subject of missions; that the Biblical,
historical, philosophical, practical, and personal aspects should be carefully and extensively set befere
seminary students, to the end that their affections
may be aroused, and that their minds may be educated to broad and' thorough knowledge of the missionary spirit of Christ:anity and of the development of missions in the past and the present claims
of missions upon the ministry and upon all the
churches of our Lord. They expreised the h(\pe
that, while all branches of instruction shall be contribntory to the missionary idea, and Ilhould converge
upon it as tlte distinctiTe note of practical Christianity, some individual. member of the faculty
lilhouldbe l'!peciallyentrusted with the care and development of this suhject, to which l'!hall be given
an increased proportion of time.
This conference ililone of the most significant
events of the vear.-The llfissionary Intelligencer.

.._ ..

It was said of an old Puritan that "heaven was
in him before he was in heaven."
That is necessary for all of us; we must have heaven in Ull before we get into heaven. If we do not get to heaven before we die, 'we shall never get there afterward. An old Scotchman was ailked if he ever expected to go to heaven. '-'Why, man, I live there,"
was the quaint reply. Let us all live in those spiritual thing8 which are the essential features of
heaven. Often go there be10re you go to stay there.
If you come down to-morrow morning, knowing
and realiozingthat heaven is yours, and that you will
soon be there, those children will not worry you
half so much. When you go out to your business
or to your work, you will not be hlilf so di~content
ed when you know that this is not your rest, .but
that you have a rest on the hills eternal, whither
your heart has already gOlle, and that your portion
is in the everlasting dwellings. "Lay hold on eternal life. " Get hold of it now. It is a thing of
the present; and even your part of it, which is future, can be by faith so realized and gra"ped as to
be actually enjoyed while you are yet here.-Ghristian Leader.

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER
"I am told," said an English gentleman visiting us in Shanghai, "that the Chinese only join
your mission churches for what they can get."
"Well, the best contradiction of such a charge
is that they get nothing, as to temporal gain. Of
course our native workers are chosen from among
our well tested converts. Far from any temptation
to the role of 'rice-Christians,' to quote a favorite
anti-missionary taunt, our nat.ive church members
are called on to contribute to the support of the
church and relief of the needy. Our native preacher's salary is more than met by our people's gifts,
and their monthly offertory maintains some old
helpless Christians."
After this my eye fell on the following in a
Peking paper: "A new feature among the Christmas festivities has been the donation party. Each
church member was a8ked to bring some gift ')f
food or clQthin~ to be apportioned to the poor of
the church 9r neighborhood.
It would have touched (livena hard heart to see some of the poor peasants, who are oft~n near the starving point, bringing in a handkerchief a pound or two of millet or a
few sweet potatoes as a present for those even poorer than themselves."
Mr. Sparham, in his interesting pamphlet,
"Christianity and the Religions of China," relates
an instance of Chinese Christian disinterestedness
which it might be hard to parallel in more favored
lands:"One of our preachers, Mr. Hiung, receives
the modest salary of £1 a month, and only by constant care can meet the wants of his family. A
brother-in-law, holding high officein Poking, procured him the offer of an appointment, the emolument
of which amounted to thirteen times the abovenamed SUIll. His wife pleaded with him that he
would thus have means to build churches aud support native preachers; his mother urged that such
a positIOn wauld enable him to sh~w how a Christian official could act; some·of the church members
congratulated him on this signal evidence of Divine
favor, so manifest a reward for years of faithful
service. But the Chinese preacher saw the fallacy
that underlay these pleas, and replied: 'We read in
the gospel that Matthew left the receipt of custom
to follow Christ; shall I for the sake of worldly
gain lpave following Christ for the receipt of custom?' ani' though many pressing letters were sent
him, and the lucrative post was kept open to him
for several weeks, his resolve was never shaken.
Here is truly a convincing proof of the Christilln
sincerity which the gospel of Christ can develop
among a people whose strongest national characteristic is unquestionably the love of money." -Alice
Jane Muirhead in the' Chronicle.

.._ ..

When did yom' reformation begin?" a gentleman asked a Christian man who had formerly been
a great Climinal"With
my talk with the Earl"

$1.60
jfor $1.00.
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the circulation
of the
Gospel Messenger, and
to do this, we are making a most li beral offer to
NEW SUBSCRIBERS
only. Tabernacle Talks.
is a book of 329 pages
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for $~.OO. An old subscriber sending us a new
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his paper renewed for
one year and a copy of
the book for getting the
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(Shaftesbury, noted for his devotion to dil'lcharged
criminal'!).
"What did the Earl say?"
"It was
not 80 much anything he said, but he took my hand
in his and said, "Jack, you'll be a man yet."
It
Te
was the touch of his hand electrIfied by his so~l of
love."
There are living in your t0wn, on your street,
perhaps, men and women who are in despair. Yes,
long ago they went away from God. Down into
the depths they plunged.
Now all is lost. Purity
is gone. Courage is gone. Faith is gone. Hope
flickers but feebly. They could be iaved if s(>me
LITTLE
ONE'S QUARTERLY.
A series of
one would only show them compas<;lion. Stretch
beautiful Chromo Lesson Cards with simple Bible Lesson
out your hand avd rescue them by a touch of love!
on the back. A card for each Sunday. in a neat pack.
A gentleman visiting a glass manufactory saw
SPECIMENS FREE
(This beautiful publication is substituted for our late Pria man molding clay into the great pots which, later,
mary Lesson Leaf.)
were to be used in shaping the glass. Noticing that
STANDARD JUNIORLES80N LEAF. For lower
all the molding was done by hand, he said to the
Intermediate pupils. Well illustrated.
Issued both as a
workman: "Why do you not use a tool to aid you
quarterly and as a single leaf. Specify which is wanted.
in shaping the clay?"
"There is no tool that can
SPECIMENS
FREE
do this kind of work," replied the artisan.
"We
STANDARD LESSON LEAF.
For upper interhave tried a number of tools, but sotp.ehow it needs
mediate pupils. Fully illustrated,making
it the most help'
the human touch."
It is not organization and
ful leaf now published for this department.
Issued bothas a quarterly and as single leaves. Always specify
machinery that we need in our Chl'istian work towhich is wanted,
day, but the particular, personal human touch to
SPECIMENS
FREE
fashion "ves8els unto honor, meet for the Master's
STANDARD BIBLE LESSON QUARTERLY.
use. " ---= Christian Leader.

Standard Sunday-School
SERIES.

A FALSE STANDARD.
To tell a young man that if there is anything
in him worthy of recognition the world is sure to
find it out, is to set before him a false standard.
In the first place, it directs him to the public eye
rather than to the all-seeing Eye. In the second
place, it makes popularity the measnre of greatnesl'l.
The world is Rlowto appeciate its best things-a
large part of its best thin~s.
A light book wins its
way in a day; a boo1\ born not to die lies forgotten
a hundred .years in its swaddling-clothes.
The
greater a man is, the longer it takes the world to
get his measure.
We are figuring on Paul yet,
while a thousand lesser men since his day have had
their measure, received their honors, avd worn
them out and gone into oblivion. God has not
promised to reward greatness with popularity;
we
can hardly, afford to make the pr0mlse on oUI own
responsibility.-Exchange.

.._ ..

A past:>r speaking 10 a penitentary, saw among
the prisoners a friend of his boyhood. The recognition was mutual.
After the sermon the prisoner
said to the pastor:
My prospects were just as
bright as yours, but at fourteen I chosp, the world
and sin. I am an outcast from society, lost to
hope. I have been a prisoner ten years and am
sentenced for life. You are a preacher of thf' Gospel, honored and blessed."
When we corne to the
place where the way~ part lIll depends on which we
take.-Our
Young Folks.

For teachers
anj Advanced pupils. Full explanatory
notes on the lessen. Three months' lessons bound together in pamphlet form. All subscriptions must begin and
end with the quarters, viz: January 1st, April 1st, July
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Printed

on the best book paper, and each number illustrated with
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paper.
This is certainly the most bea1)tiful paper yet
published for the !>mall children.
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An Open Letter to T. B. Larimore.
My Beloved Brother, Friend, and
Teacher:I often think, with pleasure, of the
many happy tlays spent wi' h you and
my beloved class-mates at dear old
Mars' Hill Bible College. Tbe young
ministerial students 'were happy and
united.
They loved their teacher devotedly and he' loved them. The Bible in its sweet simplicity was taught
us, and most, if not all of our church
papers were furnished us regularly by
our teacher.
After the last session of Mars' Hill
Bible College closed, I entered, at
your suggestion, the College of the
Bible, Kentucky University~ Lexington, Ky., where I remained for several years.
I am . certain I shall never
regret the time or the money spent
either at Mars' Hill or Lexington.
Since leaving school we have had
to battle with the world-each
for
hims ••lf. It seems that the political
world has been greatly disturbed, denominationalism
has been shaken
from center to circumference, and,
along with these disruptions, our Zion
has seemingly been somewhat convulsed.
Our little differences have arisen
over what seem to be matters purely
of opinion and method.
The Campbells, Stone, Smith, Scott,
Johnson, Rogers, and other noted pi·
oneers of this Restoration, had two
well chosen mottoes: The one, "In
faith unity; in opinions, liberty; in all
things, charity."
The other, as to
e88entials, "Where
the scriptures
speak, we speak; where the scriptures
are silent, we are silent."
While these mottoes were not inspired, yet they tlhow that their authors endeavored to distinguish between matters of faith and matters of
opinion; between essentials and expedients; between commandments and
privileges.
These little differences that have
arisen among the disciples through a
misunderstanding
of the aim, purpose and work of these nim'teenth
century restorers, are calculated :0 do
much harm in retarding the progress

of the cause of Christ.
It should,
therefore, be the object of every disciple of Christ, and especially of every preacher of the Gospel, to do all
in hill power to keep harmony in the
Family of God, the Body .of Christ.
Some of us have more influence than
others, and we should do all we can
for the good of humanity.
It is not,
therefore, best, in my humble judgment, to be silent when we see our
fellow-men, and especially our' own
family, drifting apart.
We should do
what we Can to bring about the sympathy and union for which our Savior
prayed.
To this end, let me say, while your
friends all admire your never speaking in self-defense, and never denying
anything
of which you are accused,
and never accusing anyone of anything,
thousands of them believe you owe it
to yourself, your friends, your Savior
and .)'our God, to speak out on some
matters now retarding the cause' of
Christ--especially
in our beloved
Sunny South-land.
Your superior knOWledge of the sacred scriptures; your life -long devotion to the cause of Christ; your heart
overflowing with love to God and the
human race; your work as an evangelist' mixing and mingling with our
fellow-men, for more than a quarter
of a century, all add force and influenct! to what you may say on these
matters.
Please, therefore,
answer
the following questions according to
your best judgment:
1. Is the use of an organ, or other
instrument of music, in connection
with congregational singing permissible in the Lord's house, and does its
use do violence to the teaching of
God's Holy Word? If so, please refer us to that portion of God's word
t'hus violated.
2. Is organized mission work permissible? By which I mean an organization,
or organizations,
other
than the local congregations.
For instance: Would it violate the Sacred
Writings for five, ten, or fifty disciples
to form themselves into a mission
band to collect money, circulate religious literature, advance the cause
of Christ in every plausible way,even
as our publishing houses are organiza. t\ms other than the local congregations?
"The Standard Publishing
Company," "The Christian Publish
ing Company," "The Gospel Advocate Publishing
Company,"
"The
Messenger Publishing Company," are
all oi'ganizations, owned, controlled,
and operated by disciples of Christ
for the di8semination of religious literature and the advancement rot the
cause of our Redeemer. None of them
is a divine congregational organization' with bishops, deaconlil, and evan-

gelists; but they are outside organizations' with President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, and Board
of Directors j while all of their mem·
bers, or stock -holders, belong to the
Church of God, none of them having
to quit or give up the church "Vh.en
they thus do the Lord's work through
one of these human institutions or
organizations.
In this sense may not
any number of disciples co-operate in
spreading the Gospel of Jesus Christ?
Oar publishing house8 constitute a
channel through which the church of
God, in His name, fulfills her mission
in the world j and God, through the
church, gets all the glory. Hence.
the Christian Standard
of May 16,
1896, declared, editorially, with the
endorsement of the brotherhood, that,
"Societies can be justified on no different ground than as committees of
the church at work."
3. Are conventions,
consultation
meetings, mass meetings, co -operative
meetings-or
whatever one chooses
to call them-to which disciples come,
at their own expense, from congregatiOJlSin a given county, district, state,
or nation, antagonistic to, or in harmony with, the Scriptures?
And are the zeal and enthusiasm
and love for the cause of Christ, thus
generated by the brethren and sisters
of a common cause, meeting together,
shaking hands with each other, acquainting the ffiselves with true brethren and sisters in the Lord, and with
the needs of the field, singing and
praying together, preaching and talking about their "Father's Business,"
a8 our blessed and adorable Savior
did, to be encouraged,
or discouraged?
4. Is regular monthly, semi-monthly, or weeklx preaching, by one who
is giving
himself "continually
to
prayer and the ministry oftha word,"
conducive to the best interests of the
cause of Christ, or derogatory thereto? Would such a work be in harmony with the Holy Scriptures?
6. Is a qUid-pro-qIJ,O contract, eit.;ber
verbal or written, between a preacher and a church, or churches, for and
with which he labors, in harmony with
the Scriptures, or derogatory thereto?
In other words, is it pr?per and right
for a preacher
and a church,
or
churches, for which he labors, to llave
at the beginning an understanding as
to what he may expect, financially,
from them as compensation
foJ' his
work with and for them?
To n,ake
it so that none can misunderstand me:
Is a stipulated salary permissible?
Now, my dear brother, I assure ou
that nothing but the purest and best
of motives has prompted me, in good
faith, to ask these questions.
Rather, a confiding brotherhood has asked

9
them through me j for t1l.ouNndI of
your brethren and sisters believe it is
your duty t 0 speak out on these
questions, and strive to unite, if possible, the people of God. And surely where duty calls you will respond.
Praying that God may direct you in
what you say, and that your answers
to these important
questions may
prove a blessing to us all, in &smuch
as eternal issues and the destinies of
immortal 80uls are here involved, I
remain, Faithfully and fraternally,
O. P, SPIEGEL,
State Evangelist.
Birmingham, Ala., July 1, 1897.

Query Column.
1. Should we take the Lord's Supper standing, kneeling or sitting?
2. If the Ilcriptures do not speak on
this, then we are.in a bad fix. Hurry
up with the scriptures on this, or some
one will be turned out of the church.
Help us please.
G. L. S.
The scriptures on the establishment
of the Lord's supper, with instructions
on the same ar~ found as follows:
Matt. 26: 26 j Mk. 14: 22 j Luke 22:
19 j Cor 11: 23 j Acts 2: 42 j 20: 7 j I
Cor. 10: 21 j 11: 28. From the histor)
of the establishment of the supper as
recorded in three gospels, we find
that Jesus directed his disciples to an
upper room to make ready for the
sacred ordinance.
These scriptures,
or that just preceding, represents Jesus and his disciples as sitting, and
very probably that was on mats spread
down on the bear fioor. Now if our
querist thinks it essential to follow
the precedent set by the Savior, they
must spread mats down on a smoothe
floor, aDd that in an upper room, for
it was an upper room where the example was set. To be still closer in
harmony with the scripture method
of the supper, we get two other specifications from the 20th chapter of
Acts. Here we find the disciples in
the "third 10ft," with "candles burning," because it was "nigh untJ day."
Putting all the scripture precedents
as to method together on the Lord's
supper we have:
1. As to posture,
sitting on the floor. 2. As to place,
third loft. 3. As to time, just before
day. 4. Attending
circumstances,
candles burning, somA one to fallout
of the window dead, etc. There is
only one disparaging feature about
any of these specifications, and that is
to time, just before day. The Episcopalians have their communion then,
and we should not be like the nations
round about
We trust that there
may be no -.yering
of the body of
Christ over these methods, for here
they are laid down. See script~rl!ol
referencesabove.
.

u.;

Yes, brother, the scriptures speak
on this point. Who ever heard of
their standing to take the communion
in the New Testament?
This practice' must be borrowed from Rome!

Sample Copies.

est preacher in the church of Christ,
had an appointment once to preach,
but did not go. He sent word that it
was "too hot."
Wonder what Bro.
.John would do in weather like this?
Guess he would not even send the
excuse.

We call special attention to the
This week we send out many
"Open Letter to T. B. Larimore" in
sample copies of the GOSPELMESSENthis issue. Bro. Larimore has been for
GER. In some instances we have sent
quarter of a eentury one of our leadseveral to one person.
Those who
ing' if not our leading, southern evanreceive more, than one copy, will
gelists.
The letter deals with ~tal
please hand one each to other discimatters just at this time, and his anpies who will be most likely to subswer will be looked for with great
scribe. All we ask ia a fair examinaanxiety by a responsive brotherhood.
tion of our paper. Please read it careRead it, and then watch closely for
fully. Then carefully fold a one dolhis important answer.
lar bill in a letter and address it to
Messenger Pub. Co., Nashville, Tenn.,
Prof. J. B. Eskeridge of Springfield,
208 North College Street, and tell us
Tenn., who was president of the
you want the paper a year. It conSpringfield Institute, haR been chosen
tains 16 pages, visits you weekly, and
to take charge of the Wharton Accontains more news than any other
ademy of this city. Prof. Eskeridge
paper
from Alabama, Mississippi,
is a first-class Christian gentleman,
Florida, Louisiana, "['ennessee, South
and possibly one of the best scholars
Kentucky, Georgia, and other Southof his age in Tennessee, in all schools
ern States.
of philosophy.
We welcome him to
Will not every friend of the MESNashville and count him among our
SENGER who is already a subscriber
staunch friends for the GOSPELMESmake an honest effort to send in at
SENGER.
least one new subscriber, and thus
help us to make even a better paper
The church in Fulton, Ky., has
still.
BOmeof as nice clever people as we
ever met. Their congregation is next
to the largest in town, and is fairly
active in good works, and with Bro.
Among the friends to this paper,
Waits' energetic preaching and pushnone stand higher in our estimation.
ing, the chur{,b can be made one of
than J. L. Haddock, that typical
the best in So. Ky. They have plenty
evangelist and general good fellow.
of good material to make a fine church
He proves his faith by his works.
out of. Our stay with them was very
pleasant, and we will always think
The attention of our friends and
of them with fond remembrances.
patrons is called to the faet that we
can furnish you with fine printing of
We have received from Bro. R. A.
any description, book binding or en Cooke, Fulton, Ky., a complimentary
graving of any kind, at as reasonable
copy of his book of Four Lectures,
rates as can be found anywhere.
containing 66 pages of closely printed
Write to us before placing your orders.
matter, well bound and priDted,w~ich
sells for 50 cents. This booklet deWe want to call atteRtion again to
serves
more than a passing notice, for
the advertisement
of "Tabernacle
it
is
one
of depth, representing
the
Talks" by Geo. F. Hall, which we are
accumulation of many years study,
offering as a premium to new subscricondensed into small space. The subbers,and &8 a premium to an old subjects
are:
1. Creation.
2. Man as
scriber who will renew and send us a
he
was,
is
and
as
he
Will
Be.
3. Sin,
new name with the money.
its Origin. 4. Is the fore knowledg~
of God Equal to Foreordination? The
The meeting at Fulton, Ky., wh\le
book may be had postpaid for 50 cents
not large in point of additionll, was
from
the author, Fulton, Ky.
well attended and we believe much

Editorial Notes.

good was done. We never experienced such an intense hot spell and
BO conthiuous without anY' moderation to cooler weather" in our life.
Still our attendance and attention was
Ane.
John S. Sweeney, the great debater,
IUld to our way of thiDldns, the strong-

-

The spirit of true religion breathe
gentleness and affability; it yives a
native, unatrected ease to the behavior; it ill social, kind, cheerful-far
removed from the cloudy and illiber-'
al disposition which clouds the brow,
sharpens the temper, and dejects the
spirit.-Blair.
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Sometimes the loving Father calls
for the tenderest
and most fragrant

are ways of making the burdens
lighter for those that carry them.
If
you forget the errands, or do not go
cheerfully to do them; if you leave
your boC'ks and clothes where some
one will have to pick them up, I am
sure you are not making home as
pleasant as you might make it.
You can make home pleasanter by
being a Christian in your own home.
I do not care how promptly you take
part in the prayer-meeting,
or how
well you do your work on the Lookout Committee, if you are not Christlike at home you are not living a
Christian life. The Jlnior who remembers thE' golden rule when there
is no one looking but those that know
him well, will do to trust.
Some of
you may have homes in which father,
or mother, brothers, or sisters are not
Christians.
The 'poys and girls who
have brought greate!'lt happiness into
their own homes are the ones who
have been the means of leading those
there to accept Christ.-The
Lookout.

fiowerll of mortality.
This, of course,
will always to some appear strange;
but if we keep in mind that heaven
would be incomplete without charac·
tel's that are pure and lovely, we can
easily acquiellce with Providence, in
his tender calls, and soothe our aching
hearts by saying: "Blessed are they
who die in the Lord, from henceforth:
yea, saith the Spirit, that they may
rest from their labors and th~ir works
do follow them."
To the young husband and brother i11 the Lord we can
say, "A lover and friend has been put
far from you."
And while our hearts
are saddened under a sense of our
loss, yet we rejoice that she lived for
Christ, and to die was her gain: recMAYFIELD: I have been in this
Qgnizing the voice of the Lord calling
city since June 18. Seven have been
her to rest from this life "where there
added to the church-three
by conare no tears nor sorrow, nor death •
fession and baptism. The MESSENGER nor crying, neither shall ther!' be any
improves with every issue, and is lomore pain; for the former things are
MORESUFFERINGFORSTRICKENINDIA.
cated well for its work. Yours in
passed away."
Christ,
J. W. HARDY.
India has been sorely affiicted with
We extend our sincere and heartfamine and pestiletlce, and now comes
felt sympathy to all who sorrow for
an earthquake to add to the horrors
her, especially to the bereaved comof the smitten land.
Great damaile
panion, and may the heavenly consowas
done
in
the
City
of
Calcutta,
where
lation be his in abundant measure.
Our State meeting will be held at
the courts, treasuries, jail, and hospiD. R. PIPER.
Lake Charles, Sept. 3-5. All are intals were ruined or greatly damaged.
vited to attend.
Weare in hopes of
The disturbance extended as far as
having a great meeting.
We will
Assam, which province
was nearly
have Brother B. L. Smith, from Cindevated.
The crops are mostly ruincinnati, O. All are jubilant over the
ed, and ~eat scarcity of food is antiDid you ever come across a person
prospects.
Come, and let us have a
cipated.
Many tea plantations,
nuwho was very kind and polite among
really good time.
merous factories and machine houses
strangers, but who was careless and
have been destroyed.
At Shillong
rude at home? There are people who
. Have just closed a most excellent
there were serioull disasters. Nearly all
seem to keep all of the nice things
meeting on Bayou Rouge (Near Evthe buildings were levelled to the
for those that do not know them very
ergreen).·
This church has been on a
ground.
People in public offices, in
well, or care very much about them.
very low ebb for years, but the prosthe bazaars and in milita\'y cantonDo
you
think
it
makes
home
pleaspects are very flattering now. There
ments perished.
At Ghauti th8 public
anter for you to come to the table, or
were ten additions-five
by confession
records were buried out of sight, the
into
the
sitting-room,
with
unkept
and baptism.
roads are crossed by deep chasms, and
hair and soiled clothes?
You are very
it is said that the railway in the vicinanxions to look neat and pretty when
Brother J. B. Cole, of Texas, is to
ity had vanished. A tidal wave at Goalyou go to the house of your friend,
hold a two weeks' meeting at Cheneypara destroyed the bazaar and all the
and yet your friend does not care
ville.
other buildings, and the neighboring
half so much that you look well, as
country is covered with fissures which
do
those
of
your
own
home.
Clean,
Thank God Brother C. L. Jones, of
are spurting mud and sand.
bright
f~ces
and
neat
attire
will
help
Lake Charles, will hold a meeting at
make home pleasant.
Then manners
As further information about the
Opelansas.
have a good deal to do with it. I
extent and severity of the earthquake
wonder if any of our Juniors think
comes in, the worse it appears.
Not
We expect to hear good reports.
that it was not worth while to be polite
merely in Calcutta and Ben~al, but in
God bless all.
FRANK LANEHART.
to home folks. Real politeness comes,
Assam, the destruction
of property
Evergreen, La.
from a kind heart,
and we surely
was very great, and in Assam there
ought not to neglect to say "please"
was terrible lOBSof life. At a number
and "thank you" and "excuse me,"
of places, including Shillong, Silket,'
at home, just as we would when we
and Krishnagar, the public buildings
Friday, June 25, I conducted the
are away from it. If you are careful
were demolished, and at Shillo'1g the
funeral service of our dear young sisabout your behaviour at home, you
British resident deput.y commissioner
ter Burton, who was young in the
will not need to watch yourself when
was killed.
At Calcutta so great was
cause of her Savior.
She was not
you are among strangers.
the injury to the walls of buildings
more than 19 years of age and was a
You can make home pleasanter
by
which dId not actually fall, that it was
lovely character.
being helpful.
11\ ~verr home there
thought best not to flre the salutes in
NEWDEC.A.TUlt:BrotherJ. M. Watson, of Birmingham, has just closed,
in many respects, a very successful
two weeks' meeting for us. Notwithstanding the excessive heat, and the
fact that we had to meet in an inconvenient hall, large crowds greeted us
most every ni~ht.
While we had no
additions, we have been greatly helped
by Brother Watson's splenditi preaching. I don't know of a preacher among
us who would have held UB a better
meeting
than did Brother Watson.
S. P. SPIEGEL.
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OBITUARY.

11iE GOSPEL' MESSENGER.
honor of the queen's jubilee lest the
shock cause more disaster.
In many
places it was proposed to forego the
jubilee celebrations, and apply the
money to the relief of sufferers.-Exchange.

The

Rainfall Follows

"As fast as they break it up, you see,
And turn the heart to the sun,
As they open the furrows deep and
free,
And the tillage is begun,
"The earth growl! mellow, and more
and more
It holds and sends to the sky
A moisture it never had before
When its face was hard and dry.
"And

so, wherever the plowshares
run,
The clouds run overhead j
And the soil that works. and lets in
the sun
With the water is always fed."
I wonder if ever that farmer knew
The half of his simple word,
Or guessed the messagethat, heav'nly
true,
Within it was hidden and heard.
It fell on my ear by chance that day,
But the gladness lingers now,
To think it is always God's dear way
That the rainfall follows the plow.
-Exchange.

-

and

~
,ma~fiel~t 1k~.
MALES AND FEMALES.

the

I heard a farmer talk one day,
Telling his listeners how
In the wide, new country far away,
The rainfall follows -th~ plow.

The Millionaire
Clerk.

Utrtest 1tentuCR\? '-tollegc,
fOll

flow.

his

Girard, the infidel miilionaire of
Philadelphia, one Saturday ordered
all his clerks to come on the morrow
to his wharf and help unload a newlyarrived ship. One young man replied
quietly: "Mr. Girard, I can't work
on Sundays."
"You kow our rules? "
"Yes, I know.
I have a mother to
support, but I can't work on Sundays."
"Well, step up to the deE!k,and the
cashier will settle with you."
For three weeks the young man
could find no work, but one day a
banker came to Girard to ask if he
could recommend a man for cashier
in a new bank.
This discharged
young man was at once named as a
suitable person.
"But," said the banker, "you dismissed him."
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English and Classics.
Five Courses of Study. Handsome buildings. Situation
healthy. No saloons. Under auspices of Christian Church. Next
session begins Sept. 7, 1897. Send for Catalogue.
MILTON ELLIOTT, President.
"Yes, because he would not work
on Sundays.
A man who would lose
his place for conscience~ sake would
make a trustworthy cashier."
And
he was appointed.-Selected.

----_

...__

(nOPER &WEGE
SHIRT MAKERS

S

29/1.

Great Thoughts.
Never Rhirk a duty to dodge a criticism.

N. CHERRY

_~ _

The man who is not thankful for
what he already has would not be
thankful for anything he might receive.
They who would honor
Christ
should speak respectfully of his embassadors, and not make them the
su bject of frivolous remarks.
This was Emmerson's advice. to a
daughter: "Fi,nish every day and be
done with it. You have done what
you could. Some blunders and absurdities no doubt crept in j for~et
them as soon as you can. To-morrow
is a new day j begin it well and serenely,and with too high a spirit to be
cumbered with your old nonsense.
This day is all that is good and fair,
It is too dear, with its hopes and invitations, to waste a ~oment on the
yesterdays."

B

OARDING in a First-class

house is a
luxury, when the charges are reasonable. When any of the friends of this pa
per visit Nashville, they can tind such a
Boarding house by calling on Mrs S. A
McAllister.

204

s. High street.

SUNDAY-SCHOOLDAY: For Tennessee missions fi1'st Lord's day in
April.
MISSIONARY
DVY: For all christian
churches in Tennlll:lSee, firRt Lord's
day in Octob~r,

"

.

EDUCATIONAL.
The leading School and Taechers' Bureau
of the South and Southwest is the
N ATIONAL"BUREAUOF

An easy conscience is not always an
evidence of a pure heart. Sometimes
a thing is easy because it is dead.

ST.

(OPP.MAXWELLHoUSE

,

S

7BS

rURNISHE~[L~PHONE

.----

[Selected. ]

HATTER

EDUCATION

J" W. Blair, Prop.,

successor to Miss
Crosthwait and J. W. Blair, Wilcox Build
ing Nashville, Tenn. Send stamp for in
formation.

.............................................

B '-tbristian
~nl\'.

~
Reasons for a Change of Position,
By George W. Lee.

A sermon preached in the Central
Christian Church, Dallas, Texas, Jan.
24, 1897. A tract of fifteen pages,
embodying his reasons for leaving the
Methodist Church and ministry and
uniting with the Christian Church.
This tract has excited much interest
wherever it has been circulated.
It is
written in clear, convincing style, and
excellent spirit, and makes an admirable document for general circulation.
The first edition was soon exhausted.
Second Edition now ready.
Single
copy 5.cents j 12 copies, 25 cents; 100
copies, $1.50. Published and for sale
by the Christian Courier Co., Dallas,
Texas.

....................................••....•.•.

Guarantee Posillon.

Aecept notes fortuitlen, Mean deposit money iu bauk till pcoltion is secured. Carfare paid.

Q;LU:_D~

DRAUGHON'S
PRACTICAL

__~

~~

NASHVILLe. TeNN •• and TeXARKANA. TIUAS.
fndorsed by Bankers, Merchants and others. Bookkeeping, Penmanship,
Shorthand,
Typewriting, Telegraphy,

~~~re~oN~
:a~~Toi:

B~~t:re:E~nt~:~~h
B~~~ll~I.8 ~~:~s:;
our books for home study is next best thing to entering ou!
lKlhools. Write us at Nashville. ( MentloD thia peper.)

NASH~llt

LAUNDRY CO
IiIGHES

'T CLASS WO~a,
tEL.767

NO N(GRO WASHI~G

AGENF

l\

TAKEN

W'\~'EC IN TENN. KY.ANDALA

tHE GOSPEL MESSENGER.
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Collegiate Institute,

't.. &: H.

Fayetteville

~ai1 Qoad

This Institute believes in that kind of gentlemanly conduct that commends it·
self to people endowed with common sense. It takes no part in dude society, and
holds that· boys and girls suffer injustice when the opportunity of labor has not been
offered them. It will not be a party to the intellectual development of the very smart
untruly, know-it-all-good-for nothing young man who disregards a mother's love and
depends on the "old man" for support in his reckleness.
The Institute prepares the
worthy, however humble, for real life.

Great Through Trunk Line
BETWEEN

Gineinnati,llexington,llouisltUle.Eltans
ltUle, St, Ilouis,

Expenses are in the reach of nearly all the people, '$125 will pay board, furnished room, fuel and lights, and literary tuition for an entire school year. The next session will open Monday Aug. 23, 1&)7; i.nd close May 2, 18<)7·
Address, JAMES A. TATE.

And the cities of

nashville, ]YIemphis, montgometry, mobile and new Otr
leans.
WITJi0UT
AND SPEED

TeI')I').

LARGEST. JEWELRY HOUSE IN THE SOUTH.
.

co.

B. tI. STIEP JEWELRY

8fiA.1'{GE:
UNRIVALED.

208'.'210

UNION

STREET.

NASHVILLE.

IiEADOUA"RTERS

Pullman Palace Cars for Atlanta. Savan
nah, Macon, Jacksonville
and points In
Florida.

Ql.D)eI)ds,

TENN.

FO"R

J

W .f~bes,

Ril)e em?eh.y, &)fel'lil)~ ~d~l' QiI)J.€uf Glass
W__
ft, i)plt~f.~les.
€le~~s, ~1'0I)3.ts QiI)J.RQi!J~y@0QiJ.s.

Connections are made at Guthrie and
Nashville for all points. North. East
South and west.
In Pullman Palace Cars
Emigrants, seeking homes on the line of
this road wiH receive special low rates.
See agents of this company for rates
rontes, &c., or write to
C. P. ATMORE, G. P. tv T. A.
, ouiwille

Send for our Latest I1lustrated Catalogue.
Mail orders promptly attended to.
Repairing a specialty.
All work warranted.

cJ.

5.

8A.IYIY, }VIal)ager.

BUY A DOCTOR.
COSTS ONLY $5.

The Hygienic Hot Air and Vapor (Folding) Bath is the
Best Physician on Earth.

.1

You can have in your room an improved Russian and Tnrkish,
Hot Air Vapor, Alcohol, Oxygen, Perfumed, Mineral, Sulphur or
Hot Springs Bath.
Indorsed by Medical and Hygienic Journals, Sanitariums,
Hospitals, State Institutions,
and eminent physicians in aU parts of
the United States.
It cures Rheumatism,
Syphilis, and Female
::..
Troubles, Skin and Blood Diseases, Liver and Kidney Troubles,
Catarrh, Dropsy, Nervousness, Malaria, and Billous Troubles. Unsuppassed
for making a beautiful complexion.
It is an infallible remedy for Sleeplessness.
WILl. GIVE
YOU'ABETTERBATHTHANANY WATERONEARTH. Weight 5 pounds.
AGENTSWANTED.
:

HYGIENIC BATH M'F'G. CO., Nashville.
,._

Tenn.
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Caskey's

Last Book

NOVV' READY.
The Mountain Resorts of Virginia, the WbMI
Mountains and the Seaside of New England. the
• Thousand Islands, the Lake and Forest ReIOria
of Michigan Wisconsin and Minnesota., tIM
Yellowstone 'park and the Resorts of Colondo,
are all quickly reached by the
.
NEW

DOUBLE DAilY SERVICE"

ST. LOUIS CHICAGO
CINCINNATI LOUISVILLE
maintained by the

An interesting
book of about 300 pages,
handsomely
bound
in flexible cloth cover prepaid,
for ONE
DOLLAR,
or in paper binding
prepaed for, SEVENTY-FIVE
CENTS.
This contains,
besides
an inter
esting
Auto-biography
of Bro. Caskey,
some of his finest
productions
nver

before

published.

2d floor Cumberland Pre8byterlan Pub.

NASHVILLE,

TENN.

HOUB ••

A practical scbool of •••tabllabed reputation.
A~
.~1U~.~

CO.
TENN.

$2.60 a dozen.
TENNESSEE

]VIlr3r3IONr3.

OARDING in a First-class house is a
luxury, when the charges are reason·
able. When any of the friends of this pa

B

SUNDAY-SCHOOL
DAY:
For Tennessee missions first Lord's day in
per visit Nashville, they can tind such a
April.
MISSIONARY DVY: For all christian
Boarding house by calling on Mrs 'i. A
churches in Tennessee~ prllt Lord'8
McAllister, 204 s. High street.
day iD October.
,.
. .

;:,~~~'8:.\~~b"*~=I:..=
7'::
*"
WillIII*'

PUB.

NASHVILLE,

Gospel Call,

W.A.KELLOND •.•• G.F.A.
NewO"'\eana.

BUSINESS.
I'li~~
1\ n
G01l6U6.

!'treet,

_._----_ •••........••.......•.......................................................................................................................

Tourist Rates and close connections. Ask yom
local railroad ticket agent for particnlars.

Ul\i'\Il~

now.
MESSENGER

208 College

ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R.

&-H. HANSON. G.P.A.,
Ohicallo.

Order
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BELlEF IN CHRIST.
July 12. A Well-founded Belief. Acts
17: 10-15·
July 13. A Powerful·Belief.
Mark 9:
14-29.
July 14. A Divided Belief. I Cor. 3:
1-7·
July 15· A Firm Belief. Psa. 23: 1-3·
July 16. Believe the Works. John 10:
31-42.
July 17. Be not Paithless.
John 20:
46-q·
July
18. TOPIC.
"BELIEF
IN
CHRIST-WHAT
IT IS; WHAT IT
DOES." John 4: 46-53; Acts 16: 25-34.
What it is: It is one of the three
things which Paul says will last. It
mUlit come first, but if it is real, the
hope and love will be sure to follow.
A child once said that faith means to
take God at his word, and ask no
questions.
It is just such simple,
childlike trust that Ohrist wants-a
trust that can feel his strengthening
presence in sorr6W, and his loving
goodness in happiness.
For he has
said: "I am with you alway, even to
the end of the world."
It is something that must show itself, for we
know that the faith. which will not
work is dead, J as. 2: 1-18. To begin
with, it proves itself in love: 1Oor.
13; Gal. 5:6; Rom. 12:9,10; Heb.
\0:23, 24; 1 John 3:14-18; 4: 7,8.
It brings peace into life, John 14: 1;
16:27; Rom. 5: 1; Phil. 4:11. It
brings the humility in which Ohrist
wants us to be as little children, Rom.
2: 17; 3: 27: Phil. 4: 13; 2 Oor. 12:

9.
Belief in Jesus brings love for him;
love brings the wish to serve him;
and the more we serve the more we
love. It is not possible to satand still
here, for faith, like anything else,
will starve if left to itself; or, it will
grow with every bit of food and
knowledge until it becomes the hidden
spring of life. A perfect belief in
Ohrist brings the wish to serve him in
everything.
It will remove mountains of difficulties impregnable to all
else. It is a shield strong enough to
keep off blows of trouble and darts of
temptation.
Behind this shield it is
possible to endure all things; and,
with the love which follows SUGhbelief, to endure them in such a way
that Ohrist will say, "Well done."
"Cincinnati '99 "will be heard at
the San Francisco convention wherever and whenever the Oincinnati dele-

gates have opportunity to sine their
stirring song. It was written for the
Oincinnati Local Union by Miss Mattie M. Boteler. one of the editors of
the Lookout, and their delegates have
gone determiJled to win the eighteenth
International Oonvention, if pOllsible.
Ten thousand delegates to San Francisco passed through Ohicago,
Tuesday, June 29. They took possession of the city during the day, received and ~ided
by Ohicago Endeavorers, who, no doubt, found in
this day's fellowship something almost
equal to a cOLvention
Besides the real, tangible good of
the convention, there is an indirect
influence on all who lies 80 many young
people all going to the same place
and for the same purpose.
Men who
are neither Endeavorers nor Ohristians will ask what takell them there.
rhey may have a vague idea of the
Ohristian Endeavor Society: perhaps
they think it is only a pleasant pastime the young people have arranl:ed.
But when they see thol1sand after
thousand of earnest, enthusiastic delegates taking a long 'journey for the
sake of learning how to better work
for Ohrist and the church, they must
see, also, that the Y. P. S. O. E. is
a mighty power. It is a power that
saloon keepers in many placBs have
already felt; it is a power that is
making itself felt more and more
wherever
there are wrongs to, be
righted.
For Endeavorers are taking
their Ohristianity into the affairs of
business
and government.
"For
Ohrist and the church" means to be
an active Ohristian all the time, in all
things.
Three trains of OOD
vention delegatel
have been wrecked on their Westward
journey.
Auy such accident seems
terrible, but how much worse when it
includes those whom we know or love!
So, while the victims of the wrecks
are total strangers, we feel an additional thrill of horror and sympathy;
for, as Endeavors, there is the bonl\
of fellowship which makes us pity
their suffering, just as in conventions
stranger'! become friends at once. It
is unfortunate that such accidents
should meet the delegatel, almost at
the beginning of their journey; do ably
so when we think that it might have
been avoided; for, in one case, at
least, carelessness
was clearly the

cause of the wreck. The number of
the killed and wounded is mercifully
small, but large enough to cause untold sorrow and suffering. We feel
sure that prayers will go up all over
this broad land, both for those who
live to suffer from their own injuries,
and for those who are grieving for
their dead.

HELPING

THE TIMID MEMBER.

The timid member who has not yet
become accustomed to the sound of
his own voice, needs your help. Begin by giving him something to read,
but don't let it be, even the first time,
a bare verse or clipping.
Write out,
for instance, Galatians 6: 7 in' this
form: " Here is a verse that I think
ought to make us more carefal,
'Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall
he also reap.'"
Any ezpression that
makes selection personal, such ae,
"Here is something bearing on this
topic," "Let us remember what the
Bible says about this,'" "This ought
to encourage us," will help both the
reader and those that hear.
Again, try to induce him to join in
the sentence prayers.
These are petitions that every Ohristian heart sends
upward. The need is to get them to
put their prayers into wor.s.
You may help still another by selecting a hymn bearing on the topic,
asking him to rise and read one stanza, requesting. that it be sung. Don't
make the mietake, however, of helping him too often. Get him to stand
upon his feet, and one of the best ways
to do this is to send him to help some
one else.-The Outlook.
"Yours is not the highest belief in
Ohrist while there is anyone in the
world more real to you than O~:tristis,
or more dear. No one who believes
in Ohrist can ever feel alone, or ever
feel the need of richer and more helpful companionship than Jesus gives
him."-Amos
R. Wells.

OHRISTIAN

DEPOSITORY.

Give your children pure literature,
and you will reap pure thoughts.
Give them "light" reading, and you
will reap light thoughts.
Pure Literature, Bibles, Testaments,
Song Books, Bible Dictionaries, all
books reviewed in this column, &c.,
&c., can be obtained by writing to the
address below.
The Ohristian Sunday' School Series
are the BEST. Write for samplesfree upon applic.lation.
WM. S. BROADHURST,
163-165 Fourth Ave.
P. o. 1I0X 646.
'-OUI'llVlLLlil, r
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PROGRAMME.
THE-

Co-operation meeting at Beech Gro~e, McLean
county, Ky., August 14 and 15, '97.
SATURDAY

':=

- TENN.

fittst~Glass College fotf Young Itadies·
This school opened last September, and everything considered, made a fine showing. The buildings are in a healthy, high location, and the surroundings are the best. The course is as thorough
as in any of our colleges, with many advantages
not possessed by some others. Our Southern brotherhood should invQstigate the merits of thiR school
before sending elsewhere.
Second year of the school opens September 14, next.
For information, write
G. L. SURBER, President ,
Southern Christian College,
Nashville, Tennessee.

$1.00.

PREACHERS!

Save
Your Idea!
R'P·
You will need them
some,:.d"ay.
.
Our filing
cabinet is the best device for classifying
clippings and ideas
for instant reference.
Write to-day for full information.

messenger ~ub. eto.,
NASHVILLE, TENN.
»08 N. College ~-

•

AFTERNOON.

Devotional Exercises, Bro. J. L.Brewer.
10: 00
Welcome Address, Bro. J. T. Dillehay.
10: 10
Response, Bro. R. D. Westerfield.
10: 20
The Co-operation Cause, Bro. R. H. CroRsficld.
10:30
Church and Christian Duty, Bro. M. O.
11:00
Towns.
How can we be our brother's keeper? Bro.
11: 15
T. H. Dillehay.
11: 30
Noon
SATURDAY

AFTERNOON.

Devotional Exercises, .Bro. C. C. Fulkerson.
Christian Union, Bro. Wm. B. Noe.
General Work of an Elder, Bro. Hugh Lynn.
General Work of a Deaeon, Bro. B. MaCkey.
Church Business and How to Transact it, Bro.
J. H. Wilhite.
Christian Energy, Bro. Austm Berry.
Christian Responsibility, Bro. W. T. Dillehay.
Other Matter.
Adjournment.
SUNDAY

I THIS,SIZE

M..

W

00
10
25
50

3: 00
3: 10
3: 25
3 : 40
4: 00

MORNING.

DevotioQal Exercise, Bro. S. W. Pruitt.
Brotherly Love, Bro. G. W. Jeffres.
Personal Consecration, Bro. DO!3kSmith.
Answers to excuses for IJ,on-attendance at
church and Sunday-school, Bro. A. J.
Bridges.
Sermon
Bro. J. L. Brewer,
Communion Service
SUNDAY

2:
2:
2:
2:

10: 00
10: 10
10: 30

10: 40
10: 50
11 : 40

AFTERNOON.

Devotional Exercises, Bro. Geo. Welch.
Report of the general work done during the
past year and the present condition of
each congregation.
An elder or some
one appomted by each congregation,
five minutes each.
Report of the Sunday-school work done during the past year and it's present condition, Sunday-school superintendent
or some one appointed by each school,
five minutes each.
Give a general outline of your Christian life.
Each Christian 5 minutes.
Report of Committee on Resolutions.
Appointment of Committee on time, Place
and Programme for next meeting.
Adjournment

.._. "

2: 00

2: 10

2: 50
3: 15
3: 40
3:50
4: 00

You can do much to increase the happiness of
the world by hiding your tears and showing your
amile8.-Ex

15
MOTHER'S MOODS.
The household barometer is always to be studied in the mother's face. Others in the home may
have moods, but she can not afford to indulge in
such a luxury; for her province is to regulate not
alone the weather, but to fix the climate, and ordain the atmospere which shall prevail in the nursery,
at the table, in the parlor, and over the whole
house. "What IS mother about?" inquired a big
boy of his sii!ter, as he came home from the s"'op
where he was learning how to be a business man.
"Making sunshine for everybody, as usual," was
the reply. When we think how the mother's looks
and tones affect the babies, how early the little
ones begin to reflect her in that soul likeness, which
shines out in the face, we caD not over-estimate the
importance of her self-control.
She must be amiable, whoever else frets.
She must be brave, whoever else is cowardly. She must be tender, though
others are brusque. Because she is a m.ther, and,
therefore, the arbiter, under God, of her children's
destinies, the former of their characters, she must
abide with Christ, deriving daily strength from
.communion with him.-Ohristian
Intelligencer.
Bardette gives good advice, as follow8: "There
are youn~ men that do not work, my son; but the
world ill not proud of them. It does not know their
name, even; it simJ?lyspeaks of them asold-so-andso's boys. Nobody likes them, nobody hates them;
the great busy world doesn't even know that they
are there.
So find out what you want to be and
do, my son, and take off your coat and make a dust
in the world. The busier you are. the less deviltry
you will be apt to get into, the sweeter will be your
sleep, the brighter and happier your holidays, and.
the better satisfied will the world be with you. The
men and women who are lifting t.he world upward
and onward are those who encourage more than they
criticise." -American
Outlook.
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Will find it to their interest to write to this
office and arrange with us for their en.
tertamment
wh'Ile here, and not wait to arrange for it after you come. We have
arranged with the cleanest, nicest, most desimble b::>ardinghouse in this city to entertain the friends of the MESSENGER
attending our great Centennial exhibition, at
rates much less than you can ~et at a
hotel. The house is located on the car
line, a beautiful three story brick, owned
and controlled by one of our sisters, and
no better table was ever set than you
would get here. Write us. Address,
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~ Gospel 'Call
CHOICE SONGS
• FOR.

Church, Revival, Christian Endeavor
and Sunday-School.
BY

•••V.Coombs and W. E. M. Hackleman.
PrIce. 2!J cts. per copy-Postpaid.
.!l.tiO per doz.; $20.00 per hundred-NOr
!'J1QI PAPBR.

WliiLL BOUND.

HANDSOME

Prep.,If.

BOARD

ConR.

Contains 185songs, and Is. In sIze and general make.
up. eqaal to any' 35c. book on the market, yet It Is sold 30%
cbeaper.
It contains musIc for all occasIons, by over 00
of tbe best writers of tbe day, sucb as WI11L. Tbompson
Exce11,Bllbom. Sweeney. KirkpatrIck, Showalter, Fill·
more, Reese. GabrIel, Hawes, Lorenz, Miller, Baltzell
Ogden, Rosecrans. GltI'e, Hudson. Palmer, Root, etc
Also some bymns from sucb wrIters ••d Gottschalk, Gou·
nod, Mozart, Haydn, Handel. Conkey. Hatton. Monk.
lIaIlon, Bradbury. NageU. Emerson, etc.

If a man does wrong, it may be 'Yell enough
not to tell him of it often; but if he does right, you
can afford to remind him of it every time you get a
good chance.

---------------~--~------

•. '.
,

llsed by IS Bvangellsts amI Slnller&
Compare This Book With Others.
REMEMBER THB PRICe.

This is the late8t and freshest song book on
the market. It is edited by A. J. Showalter and
J. D. Patton. Bro. Patton's music ability is too
well known to the MESSENGER
readers to need any
commendation here. The book has morQ than 250
songs, adapted to chur9h and S. S. purposes.
Sample copy prepaid for examinatoin,. . . . .. ..
-ar dozen by exprf'ss not prepaid,.. . . .. .....

35c.
$4.00

Address, MESSENGER
PuB. Co., Nashville, Ten~.

,JJI1Q) TOUB

ORDER TO

Messenger Publishing CO'r

............................ _

• NASHVILLE,

TENN.
",

.

Religion is not mere truth, gained by study,
and retained by watchfulness in the soul. It iA
truth tranilated into actions, embodied in life.John Howe.

.
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At tbe Tel)l)essee

<gel)tel)l)ial

You may grow wearied over the wealth of wonden to be seen, but, for
that wearied feeling, take a look at the world -renowned

Brt lRoom
of the

Tennessee Centennial and
International Exposition.

NASHVILLE,
CHATTANOOGA
& St.LOUIS RAILW AY.

~:HI1.-1.-I~$~ :BU-T-TOR~~
.M' ~'G. c:Q. , .~!!!~!!!}.~~~~.1!~!!~.~;.
~pen lDal? anl>'Rtgbt.

'llIIlafm 'llIIlelcomefOf all.

Admission fJfee as the Ailt You Blteathe.
Wait

of any description.
Oil,
Gasoline1 •• Alcohol, .Coal,
. Coke or wood, Heating or
Cooking.

()ht'na
\)

('1a 5S

By this line you secure the

MAX 1M U M of speed .• safe~,com

T'tnwatte

of latest shapes.
Each
piece tested before it
leaves tbe salesman's
hands.

in Naintiest
forms and
chaste decorations.
The
plain white for amateurs
in large assortment.

In hrilliant cuttings, or pretty Tableware at prices that
jJJease. Full line of Lamp
Goods.

WE GUARANTEE ALL

Bt'eyeles
.

The stylish Stearns, the
splendid Halladay, our
own Centennial.
The
low-priced Juveniles.

GOODS WE SELL AND MAKE

Ifl'se1.ytlu.RrI) l!u1.1istiI)'

••.

~.U8~,

ii8 I} €1)el'l'y i>tJ'Ut,

saO~TllANn,
TYPEW~ITIN,
BOOI{I{EEPING
TEhEG~APaY,
PENr«ANSaIP
aND HIlIl EfiGIlISfl B~aNGflES TflO~OUGflIlY THUGflT.

c::::::s.

\tuttton wttbtn tbe 'Reacb of Bill. I.I.
I.I.I.Gool>~ostttOntl fOf Bll 'llIIlben 'luaUtlel>.

~omplete (tourse, bomeltke Gon\lentences.
Splent)tt) Bpartments Blwa\?s (t(ean,
GOOt)l3oart) at moberate 'Rates.
~erfect Satisfaction Given or Money Refunded.

L?3R?a

CALL

OR

THE-

M tNI MUM

of expen~e, anxiety,
bother, fatIgue .
If you are going NORTH or WEST, be
sure to take this line.

WRITE

FOR

Both via new Hollow
Rock Route and the
McKenzille Route between Nashville and Memphis, makinl!;
connection at Memphistwith
all liges to
and from Arkansas,
ex as and Southwest.

PULLM AN
PALACE
SLEEPING
CARS

Between M.emphis
a~d Nashytlle
on
Night Trains.
Between Nashville and
Chattanooga,
Knoxville, Washington,
Baltimore, Philadel:
phia and New York. Between Nashville
and Jacksonville,F lorida.daily year 'round
via Chattanooga,
Atlanta, Macon and
Tifton.
Excursion Tickets on sale during season.
EXCURSION

ALEXANDER FALL, fresident.

'odt"'tI

-AT

THROUGH
SERVICE

~ NashvilleShorthand Institute ~
~ ~ TennesseeBusiness College.

e=

fort, satisfactIOn,

Until You Get to f'fashville Before BuviI)g

Stoves

\J

"DON'T FORGE~ IT!

TICKETS

On sale at reduced rates from all points
on this line and connections to Nashville
and return during the continuance of the
Tennessee Centennial
and International
Exposition.
ltirFor further information, call uflon
Ticket Agents or address
W. W. KNOX, Nashville, Tenn.
J. L. EDMONDSON,
So. Pass. Agt., Chattanooga,
Tenn.
S. E. HOWELL,
.
Pass. and Ticket Agent,
Cor. 9th and Market Sts., Chattanooga,
Tenn.
W. L. DAl'\LEY,
Gen'l Pass. and Tkt. Agt., Nashvill e
Tenn.

TERMS.

Nashville, Tennessee.

Paints, Oil and Window Glass
Doors, Blinds and Glazed Windows. Artlsts~
Materials and Mathe:natical Instruments.

FROM

COLLEGES

IN

30 Days

Special rates to Schools and Teachers. Sample
. copies sent for examination. Write for prices and
circulars showing Some of its Special Advantages,
Illustrations, etc. (Mention this paper). Address

DRAUGHON'S Practical Business College,
Nashvlll80 Tenn., or Texarkana, Texas.
"PROF. DRAUGHON-I learned bookkeeping at
bome from your book. while holding a posItion as
Dlli:httelegTaphoperator" C. E. LEFFINGWRLL,
Bookkeeper for G 'ber & Ficles,
Wholesa..• Grocers, S. Chica,llO,m.

----_

_._;.,.--......;..;....

